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Introduction
As an avid bullet caster I wanted to develop the capability to make my own multi-cavity molds. This would give me
control of the size and shape of the bullet and allow me to work to my own quality standards, while reducing the time
required in obtaining a custom mold.
My machine shop has a 10" x 54" vertical milling machine, a 15" x 50" Clausing engine lathe, a cut-off saw, a metalcutting bandsaw, a drill press, compressed air, and lots of small hand and power tools. I teach in the Engineering
Department at the University of Southern Indiana and run the machine shop, which gives me access to two Haas
vertical CNC milling machines, a Haas CNC tool room lathe, and several surface grinders and heat-treating ovens. I do
not have access to any real tool grinding equipment.
Any time I approach a product design project I go through the following procedures:
1. Determine objectives. (What do you want to accomplish?)
2. Research the topic. (How are bullet molds made? What are they made from? What are the positive and negative
technological and cost features?)
3. Develop a preliminary product design. (A prototypical bullet mold.)
4. Develop process of manufacture. (What steps in what sequence.)
5. Develop any supporting materials. (Fixtures, tools, etc.)
6. Make a sample product and test operation.
7. Critique all phases of project and determine solutions.
8. Implement solutions and repeat step 6 - 8 until satisfied.
My objective was to develop the capability to make multi-cavity bullet molds to cast handgun bullets. This required
researching current and potential methods for making bullet molds.
Current Methods - Advantages and Disadvantages
Bullets are cylindrical objects. A number of methods are used to make bullet molds. A description of each method and
the advantages and disadvantages are listed here.
A. The traditional 'cherry" method             This method uses a milling machine to rotate a multi-fluted cutter called a cherry while a double-acting vise
(one in which both jaws of the vise move together) with a mold block half secured to each jaw is closed around the

cutter.
            The advantages of this method include the ability to make cavities of almost any size and length/diameter
ratio. If done properly this method is thought by many as being the way to make the most accurately sized cavities,
with a high probability of making a good quality multi-cavity mold.
            Disadvantages include the cost and time required to make the cherry and the slow but inevitable wear of the
cutting edges of the cherry. With this method the size of the cherry determines the size of the cavity, which limits the
number of molds that can be made before exceeding size tolerances. The tool-and-cutter grinding machinery required
to make the cherries is rather specialized and requires a skilled toolmaker to use it to make a proper cherry.
Another problem is when chips get caught between the mold halves as the vise is being closed, preventing full
closure and yielding an undersized cavity. Materials such as cast iron that turn into a powder when machined reduce
this problem; materials that produce stringy chips make this problem worse.
B. Lathe boring using multiple tools             In this method a series of individual tools of various shapes are used to create the various features (outside
diameter, grease and crimp grooves, and nose profile) of the mold cavity. The typical process includes drilling an
initial hole and then using each tool in a sequence to create the cavity.
There are few limits on the mold block material. since the cavity is completely closed during machining. While
this can and is done on manual machines, it is well suited to Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) lathes and
turning machines.
            This method has a number of advantages, including reduced tooling cost, flexibility in adapting existing
tooling to make cavities of different sizes and shapes, and adaptability to semi-automated manufacturing methods.
            Some of the disadvantages include dimensional inconsistencies caused by inaccurate tool positioning, which
would affect a multi-cavity mold more than a single cavity mold, and the difficulty in making some cavity shapes
using manual equipment.
C. Lathe boring using a form tool             This is a variation of method B. In this process a tool is made that has the exterior shape of the bullet. A single
cutting edge is created by milling and grinding away the excess material on the cutter, with attention paid to creating
the proper relief angles behind the cutting edges. The finished tool is plunged into a previously drilled hole and then
fed outward to create the final diameter.
            This method has the advantage of simpler lower cost tooling than in method A, and far less tools needed than
in method B. Tool wear can be compensated for to some extent, and various diameter bullets can be made with
identical profiles. If a single tool is used and no tool repositioning is required cavity-to-cavity accuracy is enhanced.
Disadvantages include the necessity of making a new cutter for each profile and stress and deflection of the
cutter that limits the diameter/length ratio of the cavity.
D. Other methods             - Using a single edge rotary tool (see method C) in a milling machine and cutting the cavity with the mold
blocks held on a rotary table. The cutter is centered in a previously drilled hole in the mold, the table is moved to feed
the cutter into the side of the cavity and the rotary table is turned through a 360 arc to cut the shape.
            - A variation of the above method uses a CNC milling machine. The ability of a CNC mill to coordinate the
motion of the table axes so the part moves in a circle is utilized.
            - Using Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) to create the cavities is also occasionally used. A properly
shaped electrode is required. An EDM machine creates a tiny electrical spark between the electrode and the mold,
which erodes the mold material at a faster rate than electrode. One method creates the mold by creating the cavities in
one mold half at a time; the other by having the mold halves clamped together and using CNC control to move the
table in a circle. At the present time this method does not seem to be cost effective compared to other methods.
After examining the advantages and disadvantages of each method, I decided to use method C to make my molds. It is
much easier and faster to make a single flute cutter than a multiple tooth cutter with the equipment I have available;
the inherent accuracy of using a single tool that needed no repositioning for each cavity would enhance consistency
between cavities, and the ability to make "families" of bullets of different diameters with similar profiles was
attractive.

Mold Materials - The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Current mold materials include cast/malleable iron, brass/bronze alloys, and various aluminum alloys. Other materials
have been suggested and tried, including stainless steel, tool steel, and various ceramic materials.
Proper grades of unhardened cast/malleable iron alloys are relatively easy to machine, can be hardened for durability,
and hold heat well during casting. However, tool wear is greater with this material than with aluminum or brass.
Improper heat treating or poor material selection can lead to distortion and warpage.
Brass and bronze alloys are usually easy to machine, provide very smooth surfaces, hold heat well, and are corrosion
resistant. Some very fine molds are made of brass, but the high cost of these alloys and the reduced surface hardness
compared to ferrous materials limits their widespread use.
Aluminum alloys cover a very broad range of properties. The cheaper alloys are typically soft and somewhat "gummy"
when cut; the "aircraft grade" alloys are expensive. While aluminum is very corrosion resistant, it also has a lower
specific heat than ferrous or brass materials, thus retaining less heat. The lower surface hardness, higher expansion
coefficient, and tendency to gall is also a concern.
Various types of mold grade tool steels and standard alloy steels have also been used with varying degrees of success.
The cost, availability, tool wear, and the requirement for heat treating most of these materials after machining limit
their use.
Stainless steel has also been suggested, but high material cost, large expansion coefficient, and rapid tool wear
combined with the tendency for most grades of stainless steel to work harden during machining make this an
unsuitable material in most respects.
Because of the ease of machining, low tool wear, adequate hardness, reasonable cost, and lack of necessity for postmachining heat treating I opted to try various aluminum alloys. I would start with some scrap pieces of 6061-T6 that
were available for the prototype mold, and then try some more costly alloys such as 7075 and 2024 later. I thought that
some of the disadvantages of aluminum such as a high expansion coefficientand low heat retention could be dealt with
by proper mold design and cavity dimensions.
Mold Design
I had several goals in mind during mold design. I wanted to develop a modular spacing system that would lend itself
easily to making molds from one to four (later five) cavities, with enough mass to retain an adequate amount of heat. I
also wanted to be able to use Lee 6 cavity mold handles, which are inexpensive and widely available.
After measuring a number of different molds of various manufacture, I determined that a mold that was 1.5" high, 1.4
wide when closed, and with a 0.6" center-to-center spacing between cavities would be feasible. The first and last
cavity would also be 0.6" from the ends of the block, making it easy to determine the length of the block. The block
length can be expressed as a simple equation: L = 0.6" x (the number of cavities + 1). A single cavity mold would be
1.2" long, a two cavity mold would be 1.8" long, etc. A 3-D CAD drawing (CadKey 98) was generated so that the size
and location of the handle slots, alignment pins, and other parts could be determined (see Illustration 1).
Illustration 1 - 4 Cavity Bullet Mold

The original design used threaded handle retention pins, but after analyzing the process used to make the prototype
mold the retention pins were simplified to be simple rods retained by small setscrews. Not shown is a later
simplification of the shape of the contacting surfaces of the alignment pins.
Fixture Design
Now that I had decided on the mold specifications it was time to design a fixture that could hold the mold onto the 12"
faceplate of my lathe and permit accurate indexing from cavity to cavity. I wanted to make it as simple as possible and
eliminate as many specially designed moving parts as possible such as sliding components and lead screws. I also
wanted to be able to make it with the equipment I had available to reduce cost and time. Again a 3D CAD program
was used during the design process, with the result shown in Illustration 2.
Illustration 2 - Fixture for Lathe Boring Bullet Molds

Not shown are hardened and ground tool steel spacer blocks 0.6" thick that are used to space the mold incrementally
from the fixed end stop. Putting all the blocks on one end positions the mold for boring the end cavity; removing one
block from the end and moving it to the other end allows the mold to be moved in 0.6" increments. If the first cavity is
located correctly, all the other cavities will be also.
Fixture Manufacture
With the mold and fixture designed it was time to manufacture the fixture parts, a set of spacer blocks, and the cutting
tool. I started with the fixture.
The overall size of the fixture is 12" long, 3" wide, and 1.75" high. A steel burnout measuring 12-1/4" long, 3-1/4"
wide, and 2" thick was purchased from a local steel vendor. This left enough material to machine away the hardened
surfaces generated by the burning process, which is necessary to get a stress-free product.
The first step was to machine the exterior surfaces of the rough blank to close-to finished size on all surfaces, followed
by the machining to finished dimensions. The following illustrations show this process.
Illustration 3 - Rough Milling Side of Fixture

Illustration 4 - Second Pass

Both sides were cut with a 1-1/2" diameter 45° lead angle carbide facing cutter, leaving about 1/16" of material overall

for finishing. This type of cutter is better for roughing than a 90 lead angle cutter. With this done, the next step was to
machine away the bulk of the material from the top. Since it was necessary to mill perpendicular surfaces a 90° lead
angle carbide face mill was used.
Illustration 5 - Rough Cutting the Top

Illustration 6 - Another View

Illustration 7 - Another View

The top surfaces were roughed out to within 1/16" of finished size. The piece was then flipped over in the vise and the
45° lead angle mill was used to rough cut the bottom surface, followed by the use of a flycutter (single tooth facing
mill) to generate the finished surface. A flycutter can cut a very fine, flat surface with no overlap in one pass.
Illustration 8 - Flycutting the Bottom Surface After Rough Milling, Semi Finish Cut

Illustration 9 - The Finished Flycut Surface

All the milling done to this point was with the part held in a 6" machinist's vise. This is quick and convenient, but not
accurate enough for the finish work required. The vise was removed from the table and the finish milling was
performed with the piece held down directly to the table surface and up against the perpendicular surfaces of two 1-2-3
blocks. The bottom surface of the fixture was indicated in as shown in Illustration 10.
Illustration 10 - Indicating in the Fixture

First one side was finish milled, and then the piece was flipped over and finish milled to the proper thickness as shown
in Illustrations 11 and 12.
Illustration 11 - Finish Milling the Sides

Illustration 12 - Finish Milling the Sides

The fixture was then clamped down with the bottom against the table surface and one side lined up against the 1-2-3
blocks with a low spacer in place to permit milling to the edges of the fixture. All of the top surfaces were then finish
milled, as shown in Illustrations 13, 14 and 15.
Illustration 13 - Finish Milling the Top Surfaces

Illustration 14 - Finish Milling the Top Surfaces

Illustration 15 - Finish Milling the Top Surfaces

The fixture was then clamped down on one side and one inside surface was flycut to the proper thickness. The fixture
was then flipped over on the opposite side and the other inside surface was flycut to size.
Illustration 16- Flycutting the Inside Surfaces

Illustration 17 - Flycutting the Inside Surfaces

With the piece on its side, the clamp screw holes were center drilled, tap drilled, and then chamfered as shown in
Illustration 18 and 19.
Illustration 18 - Drilling One Side of Fixture

Illustration 19 - Chamfering the Drilled Holes

The holes one the opposite side are for the socket head cap screws that hold a hardened wear plate in place. The fixture
was flipped over and these holes were center drilled, clearance drilled, and then counterbored with a piloted
counterboring tool as shown in illustration 20.
Illustration 20 - Counterboring the Drilled Holes

The fixture was then clamped face up and the holes in the top were center drilled, drilled to size, and chamfered as
shown in illustrations 21 through 24.
Illustration 21 - Center Drilling the Top Holes

Illustration 22 - Drilling the Top Holes

Illustration 23 - Chamfering the Top Holes

Illustration 24 - Chamfering the Top Holes

The fixture was then removed from the milling machine and the holes were tapped using a hand tapping machine.
Using this ensures the tapped holes are straight and prevents tap breakage.
Illustration 25 - Tapping the Top Holes

The machining of the fixture was finished, so the other small parts were made in similar fashion, i.e. milled to size,
drilled, chamfered, and counterbored as required. All these parts are shown in Illustration 26. Since these parts did not
require heat-treating, they were thoroughly cleaned and treated with Birchwood-Casey Presto Black to blacken them
and give a rust-resistant finish. It looks bad when you first put it on (illustration 27) but after it is rinsed off and oiled it
takes on a deep, black finish (illustration28).
Illustration 26 - The Finished Fixture and Other Machined Parts

Illustration 27 - The Parts Right After Blackening

Illustration 28 - The Fixture after Washing and Oil Treating

The only pieces needed to be made to finish the fixture were a wear plate for one side of the fixture and the three
spacer blocks for indexing the mold during operation. Both were made from O1 tool steel. The pieces were milled
oversize by about 0.010" and the threaded holes were drilled and tapped into the wear plate prior to hardening. I also
stamped the numbers 1, 2 and 3 on the spacer blocks. Unfortunately I have no pictures of the actual heat-treating, but
the basic process is as follows:
(1). Heat up Blue M electric furnace to 1750° F. When temperature stabilizes, put in the parts.
(2). Hold parts at 1750° F until they become non-magnetic. This means the crystalline structure has turned into 100%
austenite, a face-centered cubic microstructure. I test this with a pocket type extendible magnet.
(3). Quench in oil to about 200° F. This forms martensite, a body-centered tetragonal microstructure, which is a very
hard and strong, but also very brittle.
(4). Temper at 450° F to restore toughness and relieve internal stresses.
After the pieces were quench-hardened, they were ground to final size using a surface grinder. Illustrations 29 through
33 show the grinding process, the finished parts, and a measurement of one of the spacer blocks.
Illustration 29 - Grinding the Wear Plate

Illustration 30 - Grinding the Wear Plate

Illustration 31 - Grinding the Spacer Blocks

Illustration 32 - The Finished Wear Plate and Spacer Blocks

Illustration 33 - Checking Spacer Block for 0.600" Thickness

The machine screws and roll pins needed to complete the fixture were acquired, The roll pins were driven into place.
The wear plate was fastened the inside of the fixture and the protruding screws were carefully ground off using a ½"
round carbide burr in an air grinder.
This completed the fixture so it was time to move on to making the parts for the mold.
Making the Mold
Making the mold required making a number of pieces. The basic procedure was as follows:

(1). Mill the mold block thickness to finished size and length and height to 0.005" oversize.
(2). Fit together and drill the alignment pin holes.
(3). Make and install alignment pins.
(4). Grind off stub of alignment pins. (The next time I plan to leave 0.005" on the thickness and mill off alignment pin
head and get final thickness of blocks in one step.)
(5). Mill the vent lines on the inside of one block.
(6). Clamp together blocks in milling machine and center drill and drill all holes in top surface.
(7). Make sprue plate.
(8). Make handle screws, pivot pin screw, and sprue plate stop screw.
(9). Put mold in fixture on lathe and finish cut the top surface of the mold to ensure the perpendicularity of the base to
the bullet cavity.
(10). Cut each mold cavity on lathe. (More about this later,)
(11). Take out of lathe and tap sprue plate pivot pin and stop pin holes.
(12). Drill and tap all other holes.
(13). Cut handle slots.
(14). Clean. lube, and assemble mold.
Illustrations 34 and 35 shows the blocks being made with the 1-1/2" 45° lead angle cutter. This mill has a large wiping
surface and creates a very smooth, flat finish.
Illustration 34 - Milling the Mold Blocks

Illustration 35 - Milling the Mold Blocks

The vent lines were cut with the flycutting tool using a High Speed Steel 60 V-pointed tool bit. The blocks were coated
with layout blue and the tool was rotated back and forth by hand while moving the piece toward the cutter until the tip
touched. The block was then moved out of the way and the tool was cranked in another 0.006". I wasn't sure whether
this was too little or too much but I thought it would be a good guess to start with. The horizontal lines are spaced
0.100" apart and the vertical lines fall midway between each cavity and each end. With the spindle rotating, the part
was fed past the cutter, generating the groove. This is shown in illustrations 36 through 38.
Illustration 36 - Cutting the Horizontal Vent Lines

Illustration 37 - Cutting the Vertical Vent Lines

Illustration 38 - Cutting the Vertical Vent Lines

The next step was to drill and ream the holes for the alignment pins. The mold halves were clamped together in the
milling machine vise to do this.
Illustration 39 - Reaming the Alignment Pin Holes (note center drill in foreground)

Illustration 40 - Reaming the Alignment Pin Holes

The blocks were then turned in the vise and the alignment pin lock screw holes were drilled and tapped. These were
for "insurance", to allow me to press-fit the pins in place and then lock them in with a setscrew.
One recurrent problem with aluminum blocks is the propensity for the pins to loosen up and cause misalignment or

incomplete mold closure. Aluminum expands at a greater rate than steel, which makes the pin hole in the blocks get
larger than the steel alignment pins as the mold warms up to casting temperature. This is aggravated by the need to cast
at higher temperatures in aluminum molds to compensate for aluminum's lower heat storage capacity. Combine this
with too light a press fit and the mechanical shock caused by tapping out bullets from poorly cut cavities, both quality
control problems, and it is no wonder that pins loosen up. I did not want to have this problem!
Illustration 41 - Center Drilling the Pin Lock Screw Hole

Illustration 41 - Drilling the Pin Lock Screw Hole

Before making the alignment pins I needed to determine the required outside diameter to provide for an adequate

interference fit. A few basic calculations based on worst case conditions (maximum expected mold temperature during
use) showed that I could expect the hole to expand by about 0.00175" while the pin would expand by 0.00099", a
difference of 0.00076". An interference fit of less than this size difference would mean that the pin would be loose in
the hole when the mold came up to casting temperature. I decided that the pins would have an outside diameter that
was 0.0015" larger than the hole. The holes were measured and the pin diameter was adjusted accordingly.
The pins with the socket end were cut first. A ball nose end mill of the proper diameter was used to cut the socket
(illustration 42). The outside diameter was cut next. It was turned slightly oversize and then filed and polished to size
(illustration 43). A relief groove was cut in the middle of the pin using a cutoff tool. This would prevent the locks
screws from damaging the outside diameter of the pin and allow for easier removal if necessary (illustration 44). The
finished pin was then cut off (illustration 45). Since I did not have a press I knew I would have to drive in the pins
with a hammer, so I cut the pins about 1/8" too long to account for upsetting the head.
Illustration 42 - Cutting Socket in End of Alignment Pin Using Ball-Nose Endmill

Illustration 43 - Turning the Outside Diameter of the Pin

Illustration 44 - Cutting the Lock Screw Relief in the Outside Diameter of the Pin

Illustration 45 - Cutting Off the Pin

The pins with the ball nose end were cut the same way. The end was turned to the proper diameter and a hand ground
radius forming tool was used to create the ball end (illustration 46).
Illustration 46 - Turning the Ball Nose End of the Pin

One mold half was placed face down on a flat steel surface and the finished socket head pins were driven into place,
flush with the inner surface. The other mold half was placed on steel plate and the ball end pins were then driven most
of the way in. When they bottomed out, the other mold half was clamped in place and the socket head pins were driven
in to final depth. The protruding and slightly upset end of the pin was ground flush with the outside surface of the
mold halves (illustration 47 and 48)
Illustration 47 - Inside Surfaces After Alignment Pin Insertion

Illustration 48 - Outside Surfaces After Alignment Pins Ground Off

With the pins in place the mold halves were clamped together and the holes for the pivot pin, sprue plate stop pin, and
the mold cavities were center drilled. The pivot pin and sprue plate stop pin were tap drilled to the proper size. I didn't
get pictures of this step, but the end result can be seen in many of the following illustrations.
Since the six jaw chuck was still on the lathe, the screws for the pivot pin, sprue plate stop pin, and handle pins were
also made at this time (illustration 49 and 50). The slotted heads were cut with an abrasive cut-off disk mounted in a
small air powered die grinder. Not perfect, but good enough for the purpose at hand. I used a threading die to cut all
the threads. To cut the threads up to the shoulder of the handle pin screw I used the die in the normal way and then
reversed it and used the "wrong" no lead-in side to finish off the thread.
Illustration 49 - Making the Sprue Plate Pivot Pin

Illustration 50 - Making the Handle Pins

With the mold prepared, I went ahead and made the sprue plate. I used a piece of O1 tool steel measuring 1-1/2" wide
and 3/16" thick for this. The plate was cut to length, and then center drilled in six places. The pivot pin and sprue plate
stop pin hole was drilled and reamed to size (illustration 51 and 52), and the mold cavity inlet holes were drilled and
chamfered (illustration 53 and 54).
Illustration 51 - Drilling the Stop Pin Hole

Illustration 52 - Reaming the Stop Pin Hole

Illustration 53 - Drilling the Cavity Inlet Holes

Illustration 54 - Chamfering the Inlet Holes

The plate was then turned on its side and milled to the finished width of 1.400" (illustration 55).
Illustration 55 - Milling the Sprue Plate to Width

After deburring, the plate was covered with layout blue and the finished profile was scribed on the top. The plate was
put back in the vise and the final shape was cut using several different size endmills. The inside radius between the
plate and the sprue plate handle was generated with a ¾" diameter endmill, while the outside radius on the end of the
sprue plate handle was "stepped out" with the same endmill and finished smooth and round using a 10" disk sander.
The notch for the stop pin slot was cut to approximate shape with a ¼" endmill and finished to the right profile with a
small abrasive disk in a die grinder.
The sprue plate was heat treated by quench hardening and tempering and then the bottom surface was ground flat.
Making the Form Tool
With all the parts of the mold completed, it was time to make the form tool. I thought the easiest shape for this initial
effort would be a button nose wadcutter. One of my favorite revolvers is a Smith and Wesson Model 625 in .45 ACP,
and I had long wanted a heavier than normal wadcutter mold to make a bullet that weighed about the same as the
standard 230 grain ball load. (The end result weighs about 215 grains when cast from scrap wheel weights.) I decided
on a design with a single deep round-bottom lube groove and an adequate crimp groove with a stub nose, a full

diameter front band, and a long bearing surface. It is my interpretation of a Saeco #453.
The bullet was laid out in CAD. This made it easy to determine the dimensional and volumetric specifications
necessary to achieve the desired size and weight requirements.
The tool was made from a 5" long piece of ½" diameter A2 tool steel drill rod. The length dimensions, lube groove
profile and crimp groove profile were cut to their proper sizes. All the diameters were scaled down to 0.100" smaller
than the nominal size. The lube groove and crimp groove were cut with hand ground High Speed steel tooling.
After turning the profile, the tool was put on the milling machine, where an endmill was used to cut a 90 quadrant
away down to the centerline of the tool. This created a single cutting edge while leaving enough material to strengthen
the tool. The tool was then hand ground around the circumference to the depth of the lube groove to provide for relief.
A diamond grit rotary bit was used to relieve the area behind the lube groove, and a very sharp triangular needle file
was used to provide a slight amount of relief for the crimp groove. The area around the nose was relieved by filing and
hand grinding.
The tool was heat treated by oil quenching and tempering at 400 F, followed by final polishing to smooth the cutting
edges. (I didn't put quite enough relief behind the edges that cut the diameters, and had to come back later and grind
more relief using a surface grinder.) The end product is shown in illustration 56.
Illustration 56 - The Finished Form Tool

Cutting the Cavities
Before cutting the cavities it was necessary to secure the mold blocks in the fixture (illustration 57 and 58), put the
faceplate on the lathe, mount and align the fixture concentric to the spindle axis, and set up and align the form tool.
The tailstock live center was used for the initial fixture alignment (illustration 59), followed up by the use of a dial
indicator for final positioning (illustration 60).
Illustration 57 - The Mold Blocks in the Fixture

Illustration 58 - The Mold Blocks in the Fixture

Illustration 59 - Initial Alignment of the Fixture Using the Tailstock Center

Illustration 60 - Final Alignment of the Fixture After Using a Dial Indicator

A carbide-tipped facing tool was used to take about 0.005" off the face of the blocks. The form tool was then mounted
in a boring tool holder, raised to be on center, and the cutting surfaces used to create the diameters were squared up to
the face of the block.
A 5/16" diameter two flute endmill held by a drill chuck in the tailstock quill was used to bore a hole to within 0.050"
of final depth (illustration 61 and 62). The form tool was first moved to the center of the hole, then in to the proper
depth. Using the cross slide, the tool was then fed perpendicular to the axis of rotation to enlarge the hole. It was here
that I discovered the insufficient cutting edge relief mentioned earlier. The form tool was removed, the problem

corrected, and the tool was remounted. I did not check the alignment this time, which caused the first cavity to be
tapered, with the front band 0.004" larger than the rear band. This was discovered when the mold blocks were removed
from the mold and the cavities were measured. I also examined the surface finish of the interior of the cavity - it was
smooth and slick with no tearing or rough spots evident Illustration 63).
The tool edge was then squared up using a dial indicator, where the original position was found to have a misalignment
from front to rear of 0.002", exactly the amount needed to cause the taper revealed by the cavity measurement.
The blocks were then returned to the fixture and the rest of the cavities were cut (illustration 64 and 65). The cutting
process required the tool to be returned to center and withdrawn from the cavity several times to clear out chips and
allow for measurement. Good quality cutting oil (Mike-O-Cut #87) was used to prevent the aluminum from sticking to
the tool and forming a "false edge" as well as to improve the surface finish by preventing tearing of the soft aluminum.
Illustration 61 - Using a 5/16" Endmill to Bore Hole

Illustration 62 - Using a 5/16" Endmill to Bore Hole

Illustration 63 - The First Cavity

Illustration 64 - Form Tool and Finished Mold

Illustration 65 - The Finished Mold

The mold was removed from the fixture and all the previously drilled holes were tapped. The mold was then
transferred to the milling machine, where an endmill was used to cut the handle slots on each side (illustration 66).
Illustration 66 - Cutting the Handle Slots

The final step was to center drill, drill, tap, and counterbore the handle pin screw holes. Two different size drills were
used, one for the pin hole in the upper half of the blocks and one to create the proper size hole for tapping a ¼-20
thread. The hole was counterbored using a 3/8" end mill so the handle pin screw heads would be flush with the bottom
(illustration 67, 68, and 69).
Illustration 67 - Center Drilling the Handle Pin Screw Holes

Illustration 68 - Drilling the Handle Pin Screw Holes

Illustration 69 - Counterboring the Handle Pin Screw Holes

The mold was then cleaned up to remove all the cutting oil, deburred, and assembled. Silver grade anti-seize compound
was used on all the screw threads, and Bull Plate lube was used on all moving surfaces.
First Casting and Shooting Session
My first casting session was begun by putting the mold in a propane grill with the lid down and one burner turned on
to preheat the mold to about 350° F. While the mold was warming up I turned on my Lyman 20 pound bottom pour pot
and stoked it up with refined wheelweights. After about 25 minutes the mold was hot and the casting pot was up to
temperature and stabilized.
It only took about three pours for the bullets to come out looking nice, clean and well filled out. The bullets stuck in a
couple of the cavities but it only took one or two raps with a mallet for them to drop out. The bullet diameter from the
three good cavities was 0.453" - 0.454", which was fine as I planned on sizing them to 0.451". I think I may have
deburred the top of the cavities a little too much, and I plan on going back and taking about 0.005" off the top to
correct this (illustration 70).
I had originally set the casting pot to the temperature I normally used when casting in aluminum molds, but after a few
minutes I had to turn it down to the setting used for casting in steel molds to prevent overheating and slow cooling.
The additional mass of my molds compared to other popular vendor's products retained the heat better and allowed
casting at a lower temperature.
The sprues cut off cleanly and easily and with the aid of Bull Plate lube there was no lead sticking or galling. The mold
halves lined up easily and tightly and the mold lines were barely visible on the bullets. With continued use the mold
got easier to use and the alignment pins oxidized to a very pleasing purple-blue color (illustration 71 and 72).
For comparison purposes I have included a photo of three .45 bullets: my 215 grainwadcutter bullet, a commercially
cast 225 grain truncated cone bullet, and a 255 grain bullet cast in an older H & G mold, bracketed on either end by
empty .45 ACP cases (illustration 73).
Illustration 70 - The Bullets as Cast; Note Slight Burr on Base

Illustration 71 - The Completed Mold with the First Batch of Bullets

Illustration 72 - A Closer Look at the Mold After Casting Several Hundred Bullets

Illustration 73 - For Comparison Purposes, Three .45 Caliber Bullets

It was several days before I had the time to lube and size the bullets in my Lyman 450. I used a 0.451" sizing die to
match the 04515" - 0.4520" chamber throats of my gun. I used a flat faced- nose punch which I normally use when
sizing semiwadcutter bullets, which caused a problem not apparent at the time. The bullet, with its short nose, was not
pushed down far enough into the die to size it full length, leaving just enough of the front band too large to chamber
easily. I did not catch this until later, when I tried to test the loaded rounds. Unaware of this, I prepped 100 bullets and
cases for loading (illustration 74). Two powder charges were used, 4.5 grains of Bullseye and 5.4 grains of 231. I
thought this would be a good place to start, since both powders have been proven to be accurate with 200 -230 grain
bullets using similar charge weights. Some loaded rounds are shown in illustrations 75 and 76.
Illustration 74 - Bullets and .45 ACP Cases Ready to Load

Illustration 75 - Some Loaded Rounds

Illustration 76 - Some Loaded Rounds

Several days later I was able to go to the local indoor range and try the loaded rounds on paper. This is when I ran into
the problem of the oversize front band. In order to chamber the rounds I had to use a pocketknife to scrape the front
band down, which slowed the process down considerably. I was also unable to use a rest, having to shoot offhand.
Honesty requires me to admit that I am an average shot at best, so I am sure that the targets shown in illustrations 77
and 78 are not truly representative of the possible potential accuracy of this bullet. Nevertheless, there was no tipping
of the bullets, the holes were clean, and there was no leading of the bore. The bottom target (illustration 78) shows 5
out of 6 shots in a group about 1-1/4" wide and 1-3/8" high, and I called the flyer in this group, so I do believe there is
some untapped potential for this bullet.
Illustration 77 - Results of First Shooting Test

Illustration 78 - Results of First Shooting Test

Critical Analysis
Having accomplished my basic objectives, it was time for a critical analysis to determine where improvements could
be made. This "after action review" focused on five areas:
- Mold design
- Materials
- Manufacturing process
- Tools and equipment
- Knowledge base
Mold design
Somewhere during the process I realized that if I removed the fixed end plate, which was 0.6" thick, and relocated the
end plate with the clamp screw further from the center by 0.6" it would be possible to make a five cavity mold. This
would enable making a mold with 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 cavities as desired.
Making the handle screws and screw holes in the blocks is a time consuming process requiring a number of tools and
steps. In the future I will switch to a captive pin design. This is shown in illustration 1. This will allow the use of a
simple unthreaded pin which can be cut from rod stock, and the drilling of two holes and the tapping of one hole in
each block, which is quite a reduction in time and tooling compared to the original process.
The shape of the alignment pin contact surfaces will be modified slightly to a bullet-and-hole design instead of a balland-socket design to provide for broader tolerances and easier mold alignment during use.
Materials

I plan to try several harder and stronger grades of aluminum alloy to determine if the machining characteristics and
long term performance are worth the increased cost.
I also will try using a less expensive grade of steel, such as 4140 instead of O1, for the sprue plate.
Manufacturing process
This is where the greatest number of improvements can be made. I am studying all aspects of the process with the goal
of eliminating unnecessary steps and optimizing the processes used. This is an ongoing process. I will implement the
changes when I make my next molds. A few examples include:
- making mold blanks in batches large enough to minimize the contribution of setup time to overall manufacturing
time.
- leaving the blocks oversize and cutting to final width after the alignment pins are pressed (not hammered) in, so that
the pin ends will be machined off even with the outer surface of the blocks.
- development of specialized fixtures and tooling for certain phases of the process, such as cutting the vent lines.
Tools and equipment
It was obvious while making my first mold that there were several improvements needed in my tools and equipment.
To deal with this I have done the following:
- Had a digital readout installed on my lathe. This model allows the presetting of offset coordinates for several tools,
enabling making molds using the multiple tool methods and eliminating the use of dial indicators on the cross slide
and carriage movements.
- Purchased an electronic inside snap ring caliper, which allows the measurement of any diameter in the mold cavity.
Using the mechanical inside micrometer I had only allowed me to measure the base diameter and the first groove
diameter. This new tool not only can be used to measure the absolute size, it will also allow me to set it to a certain
ideal size and measure the difference between the ideal size and the actual measured size (undersize/oversize
variations). It is also quicker and easier to use and read.
- Bought a 12 ton "el cheapo" bottle-jack hydraulic press for pressing the alignment pins into the mold blocks.
- Designed a fixture to be used with the hydraulic press to accurately line up the mold blocks and alignment pins
during assembly.
- Designed a tool to cut all the horizontal vent lines in one pass. This is in the process of being manufactured at this
time.
Knowledge base
In order to have better control of as-cast bullet diameter, I plan to make two five-cavity molds, one each of 7075 and
2024 aluminum, with drilled and reamed cylindrical cavities with diameters of ¼" (0.250"), 5/16" (0.3125"), 3/8"
(0.375"), 7/16" (0.4375"), and ½" (0.500"). This covers the range of possible mold diameters I am interested in. I will
get the molds up to proper casting temperature and use pure lead, recycled wheelweights, linotype, and other alloys of
interest to cast slugs that I can measure and compare to the cavity size to get empirical data on the amount of actual
shrinkage with each alloy in a mold of a certain composition.
Conclusion
This project was done over a period of four or five weeks during the summer of 2008, when I had the time away from
my regular teaching and administrative responsibilities to engage in some creative work, and I had a lot of fun doing

it. I enjoyed both the design process and the actual manufacture of the parts, tools and final product. The end product
is not perfect by any means, but the necessary improvements have or will be made and my next molds will be better,
of higher quality, and will cost less and require less time to make.
While I have no plans to mass produce molds on a commercial basis, if I can keep the quality high and the cost and
time required low enough to make a reasonable return on my efforts I might consider making a limited number of
custom molds for sale in my spare time - but I'm not at that point yet and don't expect to be for several years.

